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Abstract. The rapid development of big data technology is driving its deep inte-
gration and innovative applications in different industry sectors, and more and
more enterprises and organizations are releasing the potential value of data with
the data storage and processing capabilities provided by big data platforms. As
companies and organizations collect and use more and more data, big data plat-
forms, as data carriers, are exposed to high data security risks. While data jour-
nalism has an inherent scientific “character” due to its “quantitative analysis”,
visualization has advantages in terms of visual impact, intuitive communication
and visual presentation that cannot be matched by text or simple photo journalism.
The visualization of data journalism achieved the effect of accurate, intuitive, and
efficient news reporting during the most serious period of the new pneumonia
epidemic in China in 2020.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous development and advancement of computer and network technol-
ogy, a variety of online and offline applications have captured awide range of human data
“imprints”, and news and information are also included in them [1, 2]. Data journalism
is a new form of reporting that has emerged with the advent of the big data era, and its
emergence has changed the traditional news production process to a certain extent [3].

2 Graph Matching Based Data Compliance Verification Method

2.1 Methodology Overview

As shown in Fig. 1. The methodology involves three main aspects: the rule layer, the
data processing layer and the compliance analysis layer, as detailed below:
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Fig. 1. Data Compliance Analysis Methodology

2.2 Data Rule Modeling

A data processing rule corresponds to a data processing purpose [4], and the roles,
operations, and data in the rule are driven by the data processing purpose [5]. The data
processing rules are expressed as follows:

DPR = {Role,Process,Resource,Purpose}
Data Rule Graph (DRG) [6]. The data rule graph corresponding to a data processing

rule can be expressed as GR = (VR,ER,RelR), VR is the set of vertices of the graph, ER

is the set of edges of the graph, RelR is a collection of side labels:

VR ⊆ PR ∪ RR ∪ DR ∪ OR

ER ⊆ (PR × RR × allow) ∪ (RR × DR × use) ∪ (DR × OR × processedBy)

RelR ⊆ (allow, use, processedBy)

where PR is the set of destination vertices, RR is the set of role vertices, DR is the set of
data vertices, and OR is the set of operation vertices [6].

3 Compliance Verification Methods

3.1 Concretized Hierarchical Model of Data Rules

The respective fleshed-out hierarchy for each domain to realize the deduction of the high-
level data rules to the low-level implementation and the generalization of the low-level
data rules to the high-level policy design [7].
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Fig. 2. Data rule hierarchy model

Fig. 3. Data Traceability Graph Model.

The data rule hierarchy model in Fig. 2 shows the mapping relationship between the
purpose sensing rules and the data processing rules [8].

3.2 Data Processing Graph Generation

The data traceability graph is represented by a directed acyclic graph GT =
(VT ,ET ,RelT ), where VP is the set of vertices of the graph, EP is the set of edges
of the graph, and RelP is the set of edge labels.

VT ⊆ DT ∪ OT

ET ⊆ (DT × OT × usedBy) ∪ (OT × DT × generate)

RelT ⊆ (usedBy, generate)

whereDT is the set of data vertices andOT is the set of operation vertices. There are two
relationships between data and operation, when data is used as the input of operation,
data and operation are used By relationship, when data is used as the output of operation,
operation and data are generated relationship, as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.Example of data processing chain simplification

Different cases of data processing chain simplification are illustrated in Fig. 4.

4 Experimental Analysis

4.1 Validity Testing and Analysis

The data compliance analysis method proposed in this paper is mainly for the purpose
of protecting users’ personal information (Table 1).
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Fig. 4. Example of data processing chain simplification

Table 1. Test rules

Number Rules

1 Personalized analysis, User1, {Customer, Customer_address}, {{projection, filter,
aggregation}, {projection,filter,aggregation}}

2 Statistical Analysis, User2, {Customer, Customer_address}, {{filter,aggregation},
{filter,aggregation}}

3 Sensitive analysis, User3, {Customer, Customer_demographics}, {{projection,filter,
aggregation},{projection,filter,aggregation}}

4.2 Performance Testing and Analysis

(1) Additional time overhead for compliance analysis (Fig. 5).

(2) Performance analysis of data processing graph generation algorithm [9].
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.

(3) Performance analysis of compliance analysis algorithms.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 and (Fig. 8)

Fig. 5. Comparison of audit information query time before and after adding compliance analysis
to Atlas.
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Fig. 6. Graph simplification algorithm running time as influenced by the number of graph vertices.

Fig. 7. Compliance analysis time for different data processing graph and data rule graph sizes.

Fig. 8. Compliance analysis time for different rule set sizes

5 Conclusion

This paper conducts research on data privacy compliance issues for big data interactive
analytics platforms, and proposes a graph matching-based data compliance verification
method. Based on the analysis of the provisions of the standards and norms related
to personal information protection, three compliance requirements are proposed for
the role of data processing, the use of data and the purpose of processing. The data
compliance analysis problem is transformed into a graph matching task by modeling the
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data processing rules and the data processing process to construct a data rule graph and
a data processing graph based on directed acyclic graphs, respectively.
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